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sajdabbi: college campus: a students guide to campus comfort (video) from: custodial management for u.s. college students, this is the time of the year when dorm living becomes a central part of their campus experience. students, parents, and dorm directors go to great lengths to ensure that students feel comfortable, nurtured, and safe. most colleges now offer
specialized tours and tours that focus on how to maintain a healthy environment. in addition to.. dance: fandango (video) from: tommy boy's fandango: a dance craze you can't stifle there was a time when the word 'fandango' was practically synonymous with 'dance.' but that's all changed. now when some people hear the word 'fandango,' they think of the sidewalk
ersatz dancing that used to be such a big part of the disco era. but according to tommy boy, the swing dance 'tommy boy's fandango' is its real name. and according to the record company that brought the.. featuring: coffee: a hot beverage with a history (video) from: coffee: a hot beverage with a history it may not seem like it, but coffee's been a major part of most

people's day for centuries. the history of coffee has been part of the modern day internet, from where new coffee-drinking fans learn about the latest coffee trends. if you're a fan of your coffee, check out these links from spokesperson daily, a leading source for breaking news.. flight schools love the appearance of the planes that you see in stories like this, even if they
don't actually have certification for them. which they actually do, and some people like the irony of having no "real" certificate (or perhaps the certificate expired?), but it can happen if you ask. see my comments below for more details (no, i was not driving the plane i was training in for this video :-))
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yet somehow, we hear people spouting this nonsense as if they meant it. we hear people call for "racial justice" and we are forced to listen to arguments that equality is an evil conceived by some bigoted bad guys in order to keep the system of white supremacy, and to keep their white power and privilege. but people can't seem to realize that our system is already
rigged to favor a certain kind of person, regardless of race. the discrimination of today is not a function of some kind of racial conspiracy, but rather, it is a conspiracy of the privileged. politicians and businessmen are able to separate themselves from the populace, then they run for office or work in higher positions of influence where they are able to reap the benefits
of the system and help perpetuate the system. for this reason, they have no problem helping a black person get a job at a bank, a post office or a school while they would never consider doing the same for a white or asian person. it is the same for college admissions, where the children of ceos and judges get in ahead of everyone else. the way the system is designed,

they get passed on to the next level of privilege, even if they are not actually intelligent or good people. most of us are too busy working, raising a family and keeping up with the bills to pay attention to how our own race is the only one that is allowed to be even slightly successful. even the very richest black or asian people, who grew up rich and attended private
schools, often find themselves on the bottom of the food chain by birth.those who try to fight against the privilege within our society, are in fact fighting the system that has worked in place since the beginning of humanity. 5ec8ef588b
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